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These are the official Yale survey question and results from my fourth semester of TF-ing. 
Sections for this class were designed as opportunities to go into more depth about 
various topics and practice skills of critical and careful reading. The class was made up 
of students with significant background in this topic, as well as freshmen with no 
academic background on the material. The subject matter also meant that there were 
students with very strong opinions on these matters – opinions that the activities in 
section were designed to question, refine, and force into engagement with the various 
texts we read together 
 

 
Question 3  

 

Was the relationship between the section (if any) and the course effective, and how could it 

be improved? What are the strengths and weaknesses of your teaching assistant (discussion 

section leader, lab section leader, grader or other assistant) as an instructor, and how might 

his/her teaching be improved? 

 

Response 1 

Sara A. Ronis 

 

Sara was a great TF. Definitely kept you from not engaging with the material, led discussion 

well. Nominations prepared you for final paper and helped make contemporary connections. 

 
Response 2 

Sara A. Ronis 

 

Sara went ham. I liked her. 

 
Response 3 

Sara A. Ronis 

 

Expected us to be at her extremely high level of knowledge. Very discouraging. 

 
Response 4 
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Sara A. Ronis 

 

Great section leader. Asked engaging questions, led discussion impeccably, forced us to think 

outside our respective boxes. Also very helpful outside of class for questions on readings, 

papers, logistics. Would love to have her again as section leader. 

 
Response 5 

Sara A. Ronis 

 

Awesome! Very responsive to students. 

 
Response 6 

Sara A. Ronis 

 

Sara is a tough TA, but in a manner that is delightfully challenging. The discussion she 

facilitates only helps underline key points within the readings while drawing them ever more 

closely to the lectures. She is picky with her grading, but in a critical way that has definitely 

benefitted my writing. 

 
Response 7 

Sara A. Ronis 

 

Sara was fabulous. Each section had a clear structure and purpose, and I always felt like I 

learned a lot. 

 
Response 8 

Sara A. Ronis 

 

I really enjoyed section. Sara was always lively at 10:30 in the morning, and I think people 

felt compelled to come to class prepared to discuss the material, which makes for a much 

better learning environment. 

 
Response 9 

Sara A. Ronis 
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Sara did a great job. I was always motivated to do all of my readings because I wanted to be 

prepared for discussion. She did a great job balancing being friendly and helpful with making 

sure we did our work. 

 
Response 10 

Sara A. Ronis 

 

Sara was a fantastic TA! She knew her material so solidly that I really trusted her to helpme 

digest the course material. She was very good at leading discussions and structuring 

exercises. Section complimented class fabulously. I looked forward to it every week.Sara was 

also great at giving feedback on written assignments and I know her comments helped me 

improve my writing style over the semester. I was grateful to have her as a TA! 
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